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A RESPONSE TO MEG LUXTON ’ S
“MARX I S T FEM IN I SM
AND ANT I CAP I TA L I SM”
Susan Ferguson
Perhaps it is the nature of the Marxist Left that its legacy be both amorphous
and contentious. After all, so many people drop in and out of it over time,
debates regularly flare up and die down without much resolution, and our
groups and activities are generally small and scattered. Today, only a few
journals, organizations, and books exist as spaces in which we can disen-
tangle the threads of our history and present, offering some form or
definition. And that task, as Luxton’s contribution shows, is important. In
revisiting the Marxist-feminist story, capturing the vibrant, multivalent
character of organizing and protest, and provoking a discussion of its
contours in the pages of this journal, she helps to cultivate what Alan Sears
calls “a learning Left.”1 Such a Left should neither dismiss casually the
incredibly significant achievements of Marxist feminism, nor should it
mount a wholesale defense of them. Rather, it should draw on the tradi-
tion’s valuable resources, identify its gaps and flaws, and develop new ideas
and modes of organizing suited to today’s realities. My contribution to this
forum adopts this spirit of critical re-evaluation, focusing on certain
unresolved questions of theory. I do so not to deny or overlook the positive
lessons and resources Luxton stresses, but to suggest that attending to these
questions can strengthen and help to reinvigorate Marxist-feminist politics
today.
Luxton addresses two intertwined aspects of the Marxist-feminist legacy:
its political activism and its theoretical advances. And while I hesitate to
pry these apart, I am also wary of what seems at times like a tendency to
conflate them. Luxton’s emphasis on the radical and inclusive political goals
and organizational forms is a crucial part of the story that is often forgotten
or neglected. It disrupts what Lise Vogel describes as the linear
“triumphalism” of the broader hegemonic feminist narrative—a story that
begins with the movement’s supposed misguided and narrow concern with
white, middle-class, straight women, which then gives way to a more enlight-
ened stance that includes issues concerning race, colonialism, sexualities,
poverty, and disability.2 As Luxton argues, in erasing or caricaturing history
we silence and deny the voices and efforts of working-class, immigrant, and
Indigenous women, among others, that have always been part of this history,
at least in Canada. We also fail to grasp the ways in which a positive vision
of a socialist alternative that is committed to a fully liberated society can
inspire and strengthen the solidarity needed to not only oppose capitalism
today, but overturn it.
Marxist feminists did advance precisely such a vision. But their theoret-
ical footing and analysis have often fallen short of that vision, largely because
of a preoccupation with the ways in which gender and class are internally
related—a theoretical orientation that tended to sideline issues of race,
sexuality, and other oppressions. While they eventually acknowledged and
began to account for more diverse experiences in their empirical work,
Marxist-feminist conceptualizations and explanations often did as much to
obscure as they did to reveal the full complexity of social relations. The
tradition is marked, in other words, by a disjuncture between the breadth
of its political goals and organizational modes on one hand, and the limits
of its theoretical apparatus on the other.
Those limits are not insurmountable. I agree with Luxton about the
enormous and exciting potential of social-reproduction feminism in working
out an integrative and transformative account of society, but see this project
very much as a work in progress. I have little doubt that she would agree
with that sentiment at some level. Her essay, after all, calls for us to build
on the tradition’s accomplishment. But I’m less certain precisely where
Luxton finds the framework to be insufficient, in part because she often
slides from a brief comment on its analytic contours into a celebration of
its vision and politics. In assessing and reclaiming our past, it is important
to emphasize that Marxist feminists advanced a vision of an antiracist,
antipatriarchal socialism. But if our intention is to use the past to inform
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the present, we need to view that past more critically and forcefully acknowl-
edge the limits of what we accomplished—to identify where our theories are
incomplete and work with today’s activists and scholars to fill in the gaps.
Only then can our theory and analysis catch up to our vision and practice
(and in so doing, lead to new practices and theories).3
Marxist-feminist theory is hardly a seamless tradition. Too often, as Luxton
rightly emphasizes, it is reduced to one or another more or less narrowly
held position, such as dual systems theory. Luxton proposes using the term
more broadly, to refer to analyses and activism based on historical-materi-
alist principles that “[theorize and develop] politics that put women’s
oppression and liberation, class politics, anti-imperialism, anti-racism and
issues of gender identity and sexuality together at the heart of the agenda.”4
Such a definition aptly captures that which many Marxist-feminist theorists
have striven and sometimes claimed to achieve, but the tradition’s actual
achievements are considerably more modest. Even its most compelling
theoretical contribution the current of social-reproduction feminism that
Luxton helped forge—has, until recently, been relatively silent on the systemic
relationship of anything but gender and class. 
This is not to say that those working within a social reproduction frame-
work have not attended to other oppressions. There is a growing body of work
that explores racialized social reproductive practices and institutions (some
of which appears in a collection of essays Luxton co-edits.)5 Much of that
work, however, comprises rich empirical studies aimed at revealing evidence
of interlocking oppressions of social-reproductive practices and institutions.
The theoretical work of explaining how and why capitalism’s very existence
involves racism, and how and why racism takes the specific form it does
under capitalism—that is, the theorization of a systematically racialized
patriarchal capitalism—lags behind. I’ve suggested elsewhere that the retreat
of radical social and labour movements combined with the scholarly turn 
to postmodernism led many to abandon the search for such broad socio -
material explanations at about the same time that Black feminism’s critique
was gaining traction.6 Whatever the explanation, the theoretical sidelining
of these questions contrasts sharply with the vibrant debates and discussions
in the 1970s and 1980s in which Marxist feminists grappled with defining
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the internal relationship between capitalism and gender oppression.7
Luxton’s account downplays the theoretical gaps and lags, emphasizing
instead the political commitment in organizational structures and movement
campaigns to overcoming all oppressions that typified early Marxist
feminism. As important as it is to set the historical record straight about
the nature of the organizations, protests, and goals of activists, none of the
above necessarily means that Marxist feminists had an adequate or compelling
explanation of the ways in which capitalism worked to reproduce and shape
multiple oppressions in concert with class exploitation. In fact, that very
question animated debates in academia and activist circles, and led to what
Enakashi Dua calls “the third wave of anti-racist feminist writing” in the
1990s.8 Numerous contributors to this third wave—Dua singles out Himani
Bannerji’s 1995 book Thinking Through, and Daiva Stasiulis’s 1990 essay
“Theorizing Connections: Gender, Race, Ethnicity and Class” as represen-
tative—are critical of the political-economic approach out of which social
reproduction feminism emerged. They consider that the paradigm is “marred
by theoretical limitations which make the interconnections between racism
and sexism invisible.”9
Luxton is not oblivious to this critique. Marxist feminists, she notes
helpfully, “struggled to find a theoretical language to contest the power of
prevailing assumptions and to reveal the minutiae of subordination.”10 But
neither does she pause long to consider it. Having acknowledged it, her
narrative quickly shifts to discussing a different struggle: that of women
grappling with the sexist ideas and experiences inside socialist organizations.
She concludes the section with a further reminder of the inclusive political
aspirations of the period: “Working collectively, [Marxist-feminists] strug-
gled to learn how to put into practice their anti-racist commitments, their
goals of cross-class collaboration, and their efforts to build links with
Indigenous and international and transnational struggles.”11 In this passage,
the quest for a theoretical language merits only a passing mention.
Earlier in the text, Luxton offers a brief but more considered discussion.
She notes that British and Canadian Marxist feminists incorporated a critique
of racialization only after being challenged by antiracist feminists. Their
focus on class and gender reflects place- and time-bound “norms and practices
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relating to . . . inequality.” Although such “uneven developments” in Marxist
feminism can “invite productive exchanges,” she warns that “they can also
reinforce misunderstandings and political differences, undermining solidarity
among activists from different places.”12 It would be helpful—and would
go some way in distancing this latter comment from the old Marxist Left
saw that feminism is a distraction from the real (e.g., class) struggle—were
Luxton to specify how the antiracist critique was “productive.” Similarly,
her explanation that the geographic, social, and historical location of polit-
ical activism produces the “unevenness” of analysis in the first place requires
elaboration and clarification. It begs an important question: are there not
(at least) two localities in a white settler, colonial Canada—that of white
privilege and that of its opposite? If the orientation of Marxist-feminist
theorizing to gender but not race is partially explained by our locality in
white settler, colonial Canada, do we not need to be extra vigilant and
radically rethink the concepts and logics of our theories (as well as our
practices)?
To be clear, the problem, as I see it, is not that Luxton discounts racism.
Her article argues strenuously for an antiracist, socialist feminism, and her
commitment to a politics of solidarity and a fully liberated society is not in
doubt. Rather, in my judgment, she too quickly collapses the theoretical
and political levels at which Marxist feminism operates—a position that
perhaps leaves her open to misinterpretation. Nonetheless, I believe Luxton
correctly pins her hopes on the integrative potential of a social-reproduc-
tion feminist theory and politics. Its most powerful insight is that the process
of capitalist accumulation requires human labour power but does not produce
it. As there is no mechanism in the direct labour/capital relation to ensure
labour’s daily and generational renewal, it finds ways to organize histori-
cally specific embodied subjects—differently gendered and racialized
subjects—in and through hierarchically and oppressively structured insti-
tutions and practices, such as private households, welfare states, slavery, and
global labour markets.
Social-reproduction feminists have theorized the specific gender dynamics
of that relation, suggesting that the sociomaterial mechanism in and through
which capitalism creates the possibility for, and shapes, women’s oppression
today has to do with the intersection of the biological/historical differentia-
tion of women and men on one hand with capital’s impulse to privatize
(re)production of labour power on the other. This supplies a sociomaterial
grounding from which to explain how and why capitalism is unlikely to
sweep away patriarchal relations, and instead regularly reshapes them. But
Marxist feminists have yet to develop an equally sophisticated and compelling
case for the ways in which the social is a complex and contradictory unity of
various oppressive and exploitative logics, practices, and institutions. Some
have suggested that racial relations can be partially understood in terms of the
geopolitical spatial relations of capitalism; still others offer promising ideas
about affect, “second skins,” and social reproduction as a way of explaining
capitalist sexualities.13 Setting the record straight on Marxist-feminist theory
of the 1970s and 1980s is helpful as these preliminary attempts to renew and
complexify it are taken up by a new generation of scholars who also see, and
question, the potential of the social reproduction paradigm.14
Telling stories about the past intended to guide the future is a risky
business—not least because so many hands stir the pot of Left history. Yet
the anticapitalist Left desperately needs such stories. We need to know how
people came together to win struggles, what forces inside their organiza-
tions and beyond led to defeat, as well as which ideas helped to clarify and
strengthen political action, and what ideas divided and disempowered us.
We need these stories not so we can dogmatically hold up a singular model
and claim it as the key to the future; quite the opposite. We need to under-
stand the richness, diversity, and open-endedness of history and theory. The
point is not to apply the past in some mechanical way to the present, but
to engage with it in ways that disrupt easy solutions and presumptions,
inspire resistance, and fuel the creativity and boldness required to imagine
a different, inclusive, socialist future. While my comments here are critical
of what I see as a troublesome conflation of theory and politics, Luxton’s
account is a welcome antidote to the forgetting and distortions that happen
in a period of neoliberal assault and radical retreat. Crucially, it invites us
into a broader imaginary—one that holds out the possibility and necessity
of engaging with Marxist feminism as a way of moving the anticapitalist
Left towards an integrative, transformative politics.
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